Quad 2-input gates

- 7400 quad 2-input NAND
- 7403 quad 2-input NAND with open collector outputs
- 7408 quad 2-input AND
- 7409 quad 2-input AND with open collector outputs
- 7432 quad 2-input OR
- 7486 quad 2-input EX-OR
- 74132 quad 2-input NAND with Schmitt trigger inputs
- 7402 quad 2-input NOR  Note the unusual gate layout

Hex NOT gates

- 7404 hex NOT
- 7405 hex NOT with open collector outputs
- 7414 hex NOT with Schmitt trigger inputs

The 7414 has Schmitt trigger inputs to provide good noise immunity. They are ideal for slowly changing or noisy signals.